
Final Self Reflection

While being in this class I wasn't able to reach the goal of writing that I wanted but I was

able to learn about my own writing and where I mostly struggled at. I was also able to

learn about  different types of writing and different types of strategies that would help me

in the future. For example, some of the types of writing I learned more about were

reflective and narrative writing and some of the strategies that I would use to improve

more would be using outlines,giving myself questions to answers or getting feedback

from my peers.

Out of all the assignments I’ve done in the class I have two favorite assignments I did

which are the Literacy Narrative and story map assignment. The literacy narrative essay

was one of my favorite assignments to do because I was able to tell others about my

journey with reading and writing and who was my mentor when it came to school.

Maybe my journey even taught others something new or motivated them to do better.

The story map assignment was another one of my favorite assignments to do because I

enjoyed putting images and other details to make my story more interesting. I feel as if it

also helped people understand my story more.

What I found the most challenging In this class was having control of giving my own

grade and Putting more detail into anything I wrote about. The reason why I feel like

giving myself a grade is the most challenging thing in this class is because my work will



not always be the best but I probably wouldn’t see that and Personally I always need

feedback on my work. I feel like it helps me out a lot that way. Putting detail into my

work has always been a challenging thing for me, I  always struggle on putting my

words together and making it make sense  and explaining things. I have improved

throughout the years but I still haven't reached the level that I want. What could've made

these challenges easier for me would be getting more help and practicing more on my

writing.

What I learned about researching is that you have to have a good amount of evidence

and detail to understand and make your writing good on anything you are researching

about.You also have to be careful where to get your sources good because it’s not

always gonna be factual or good information. For Example, like wikipedia  you’re able to

write anything on there and that's why it's known as not an accurate website. What I

learned about myself as a writer is that I just write anything that comes to my mind even

if it makes sense or if it doesn't. Another thing I Learned about myself as a writer is that I

enjoy diary writing and narrative writing. I love to write about things like if I'm talking to

someone in person or telling a story.


